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The *IBZ* has been the leading international and interdisciplinary reference work documenting academic periodical literature in the humanities, social sciences, and related fields for over 100 years!

- Lists over 3.5 million journal articles culled from 11,500 different publications
- Publications from 40 countries in more than 40 languages are taken into consideration
- Updated monthly, with over 120,000 new entries added over the course of the year
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- Articles are analyzed for subject content based on the “Schlagwortnormdatei” published by the German National Library
- Each entry includes the following information:
  - Title
  - Author
  - Journal (Title, Year of Publication, Year, Number, Page #)
  - Languages of article and available abstracts
  - Subject heading and reference in German and English
  - Subject field of the article and the journal
  - Publisher
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Simple Search

The simple search scans the full text.

Example: Search for “Peace”
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Results list
13,524 entries

Select the number of results per page.
Results can be sorted by Publication Date, Title, Author, Relevance

Clicking on the title opens the document display
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Advanced Search Options

You can choose from a number of different search criteria for more than one search criteria, you can choose from three possible combination options.
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Find-as-you-type display

Matching articles appear already while typing.
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Document display

Navigate between all search results

Change to „Reading View“

A grey background marks hit-term highlighting

Bibliographic Information

Links to other, related bibliographic entries in database

Link to your respective library catalogue if applicable
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General Functionalities

- Add note to personal account
- Saving options for Database entries
- Send feedback to De Gruyter
- Change text size for entry or results list
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Allows citations in MLA, APA, and Chicago styles, or export elements in RIS format

Fewer search options... Back to Results
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Helpful documents

You can find further PDF documents underneath the search menu.

List of Evaluated Journals

Search Help

Search Help IBR Online
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To search the database IBR Online enter your search term(s) into the entry fields in the search form on the left hand side of the screen. Three entry fields are available, each of them is preset with a search criterium. You can select a different search criterium from the list available for each entry field. The result of your search is always a bibliographical entry of a book review.

The following search criteria are available:

- Full Text:
  searches through the full text of all entries (book reviews) in the database. With this search criterium you will receive a multitude of hits, because you always search through the full
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